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HONDA, NISSAN: A BRAND NEW BATTLE

T

he auto industry is always full of
head-to-head rivalries, and right
now the battle between Honda and
Nissan is one of the hottest.
In the first quarter, the Nissan brand
overtook the Honda brand in U.S. sales,
a reversal from 2013. That lifted Nissan
to No. 4, trailing Ford, Chevrolet and
Toyota.
As the competition gets more intense,
both brands are upping their game:
■ At the New York auto this week,

Nissan will introduce the redesigned
Murano mid-sized crossover, at right.
Styling themes developed by Mamoru
Aoki, Nissan global design chief, aim to
elevate the brand’s image, and you can
expect the chiseled, aerodynamic look
to show up on Nissan sedans. And
Nissan is hurrying to market an
aggressive freshening of its segmentleading Versa sedan, just two years into
the car’s life cycle. | PAGE 6 |
■ Honda says the 2015 Fit subcompact,

which goes on sale this week, signals a
return to the engineering-first ethic of
company founder Soichiro Honda. The
fold-flat rear seats provide more space,
and a tweaked torsion-beam rear
suspension improves responsiveness —
signs that Honda is willing to spend a
few extra bucks to deliver smart
engineering.
And Honda says the Fit is a preview of
broader changes to its lineup.
| PAGES 3, 20, 21 |

INSIDE TODAY

A NIFTY 50 FOR
THE MUSTANG

A look ahead to N.Y.
and Beijing shows
The luxury market continues
to shine in China, and a slew
of new models will debut at
the Beijing auto show.
Crossovers and mid-sized
sedans will make the big
news at the New York auto
show. | PAGES 68, 69 |

PACE party honors
the smartest parts

> The Ford Mustang thundered onto the American scene 50 years ago this week,
first out of the corral in a segment that would come to be fondly known as pony
cars. A special section on its legacy and the future of pony cars starts on | PAGE 25 |
> See photo galleries; videos hosted by Tom Worobec, Leslie J. Allen and Jennifer
Vuong; and other anniversary coverage at autonews.com/mustang50.

Clues in GM crashes easy to miss
Driver error assumed, not a design flaw

NEWSPAPER

■ For a continually
updated primer on
the ignition switch
recall, go to
autonews.com/
GMresource. It
features a timeline,
key players, fatality
data, significant
documents and
illuminating quotes.

Nick Bunkley
nbunkley@crain.com

At the time, many of the crashes now
tied to faulty General Motors ignition
switches looked like the predictable
consequences of drunken driving,
speeding or inattentiveness late at
night. Some were a violent and tragic
combination of all three.
Police say they had no clear reason to
suspect anything was amiss with the cars;

they had seen plenty of crashes in which
airbags didn’t deploy, for a variety of reasons. Teams of investigators hired by the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration to examine three of the crashes
noted that the ignition was in “accessory”
mode, but that oddity seemed to ring few
alarm bells on its own.
“I wish these crashes were as simple as
they appear to be,” David Friedman, acting administrator of the National High-

MAY 13
LOS ANGELES

way Traffic Safety Administration, told
members of Congress investigating the
recall this month. “I wish the connection
was as direct as we now know it is.”
Documents and interviews with police and victims’ families suggest that
mistakes and bad decisions made by
some of the drivers may have helped
mask the existence of a defect to those
outside GM who were not in a position
to see a pattern develop.

Innovators from the supplier
industry gathered in Detroit
last week for the 20th
annual PACE Awards
ceremony, which honors the
year’s top innovations.
| PAGES 72, 73 |

C’mon in
Follow the New York auto
show, the GM recall and
more this week by getting
unlimited access to stories
and photos at
autonews.com. Simply sign
up at autonews.com/
FreeThisWeek. The open
house is sponsored by Naked
Lime. As always, subscribers
have full access.

see RECALL, Page 10
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AUTOMOTIVE NEWS

BEST OF THE BEST

Celebrating

innovation

PHOTOS BY JOE WILSSENS

The 2014 Automotive News PACE Award
winners by category

PACE Award winners and sponsors: Front row, from left, Mike Hanley, EY; Del Matharoo, Magna-Cosma International;
Steve Lietaert, Hella; Gerd Andler, Federal-Mogul; Patrick Lindemann, LuK USA/Schaeffler; Peter Tadros, Robert
Bosch; Chris Reider, Delphi Automotive; Jerry Lavine, Henkel; Jeff Waterstredt, BorgWarner Transmission Systems;
Jason Stein, Automotive News. Back row, from left, Tobias Aderum, Autoliv; Johan Lofvenholm, Autoliv; Amit Kapoor,
Continental Automotive; Ludger Reckmann, ZF; Blake Zuidema, ArcelorMittal; Frank Billotto, Dow Automotive Systems;
Mark Minnichelli, BASF; Bill Kozyra, TI Automotive; Peter Reilly, Valeo Vision Systems; Jeff Sprague, TRC Inc.

2

PRODUCT
■ Autoliv Inc., Vargarda, Sweden: Green
airbag inflator
■ BASF Corp., Wyandotte. Mich.: High-gloss black
interior door switch bezels
■ BorgWarner Transmission Systems, Auburn Hills,
Mich.: Eco-Launch solenoid valve for transmissions
■ Continental Automotive, Auburn Hills, Mich.:
Pressure sensor for pedestrian protection
■ Delphi Automotive, Warren, Ohio: ErgoMate
connector
■ Dow Automotive Systems, Auburn Hills, Mich.:
Betamate structural adhesive for untreated aluminum
■ Federal-Mogul Corp., Wiesbaden, Germany: Lead-free
bearings for high-performance engines
■ Hella KGaA Hueck & Co., Lippstadt, Germany: LED
matrix beam headlights
■ Robert Bosch, Farmington Hills, Mich.: Spray
enhancements in gasoline direct injection enabled by
laser drilling
■ Schaeffler Group, Wooster, Ohio: Torque converter
with centrifugal pendulum absorber
■ Valeo, Bietigheim-Bissingen, Germany: Backup
protection
■ ZF Friedrichshafen AG, Saarbrucken, Germany: Ninespeed automatic transmission

MANUFACTURING PROCESS
AND CAPITAL EQUIPMENT
■ ArcelorMittal and Magna-Cosma International,
Chicago: Laser-welded, hot-stamped door ring
■ Henkel Corp., Madison Heights, Mich.: Bonderite
2798 process for coating aluminum
■ TI Automotive, Auburn Hills, Mich.: Flexible
manufacturing process for blow-molded plastic fuel
tanks

1
3

4

5

INNOVATION PARTNERSHIP

Celebrating their achievements: 1. Burt Jordan, Ford; Mark Minnichelli, BASF Corp.; J Ferron, director of PACE judging;
and Mike Whitens, Ford 2. Tobias Aderum, Autoliv 3. Tod Xelowski, Tesla Motors; Rob Csongor, Nvidia Automotive
4. Deborah Kullman, Eaton 5. Steve Lietaert, Hella; Mike Hanley, EY

■ Ford Motor Co. for high-gloss black interior door
switch bezels with BASF Corp.
■ General Motors for Eco-Launch solenoid valve for
transmissions with BorgWarner Transmission Systems
■ Honda R&D Americas Inc. for laser-welded, hotstamped door ring with ArcelorMittal and Magna-Cosma
International
■ Paccar Inc. for Betamate adhesive for untreated
aluminum with Dow Automotive Systems
■ Tesla Motors Inc. for Tegra visual computing module
with Nvidia Corp.
■ Volvo Car Corp. for pedestrian protection airbag with
Autoliv Inc.

Innovation, safety are winners at PACE Awards
Charles Child
cchild@crain.com

ETROIT — It’s difficult to
look disruptive dressed in
a tuxedo.
But that’s the best description of the supplier executives
and engineers who gathered in Detroit last week for the Automotive
News PACE Awards.
The awards honor innovation by
suppliers. And innovation, which
can radically change vehicle technology and production methods, is
nothing if not disruptive.
Take aluminum. Bonderite 2798,
a 2014 PACE Award winner from
Henkel Corp., is a coating that prepares aluminum for paint. The
coating allows automakers “to

D

make vehicles with much more aluminum content,” Jerry Lavine,
Henkel vice president, said at the
awards ceremony.
Ford Motor Co. will use aluminum for the 2015 F-150 pickup.
More high-volume aluminum vehicles are sure to follow.
One innovation won’t mean
goodbye to steel, spot welders and
much more. But several open up
the possibility.
Dow Automotive Systems won a
PACE Award for another enabler of
aluminum bodies: betamate epoxy,
which is used along with rivets to
join aluminum parts.
The 20th annual awards were
handed out before an audience of
more than 450 at the Max M. Fisher

More PACE
on the Web
䡲 Summaries of 16

winners, with judges’
comments and 34 finalists:
autonews.com/pacewinners
䡲 Video clips of the winners:
autonews.com/pacevideo
Music Center here. The awards are
sponsored by EY, the Transportation Research Center Inc. and Automotive News.
Sixteen suppliers won awards in a
field of 34 finalists.
The biggest single pattern among
this year’s honorees was safety. Innovations to make autos safer

earned awards for three suppliers.
Continental Automotive won for
sensors that help lift the hood to
protect pedestrians during a collision.
Hella KGaA Hueck & Co. won for
headlights that dim automatically
to protect the vision of oncoming
drivers.
And Valeo won for a system that
gives drivers an extended view of
objects behind them while they are
backing up.
Autoliv Inc. won for a technology
best described as environmental —
a green airbag inflator — even
though it applies to a safety feature.
The device replaces sodium azide,
the so-called pyrotechnics used to
inflate many airbags, with hydrogen,

oxygen and inert argon gas.
The independent PACE judges also awarded Innovation Partnership
awards to six automakers for outstanding collaboration with suppliers.
Volvo Car Corp., for instance,
won for its partnership with Autoliv
Inc. to develop an airbag installed
near the windshield wipers that deploys if a car hits a pedestrian.
“It’s all about expanding our heritage of safety — not only inside the
vehicle but outside, too,” said Helena Bergstrom Pilo, vice president of
body and trim engineering for Volvo.
The other partnership winners:
Ford, General Motors, Honda R&D
Americas, Paccar and Tesla. c
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GOOD TIMES AT
THE PACE PARTY
For suppliers, times are good.
Production is booming, and r&d money is growing as automakers
seek advanced equipment to boost fuel economy, connect cars to
the Internet and improve safety.
So the good cheer flowed last week at the 20th annual Automotive
News PACE Awards ceremony in Detroit. The awards honor supplier
innovation.
Executives, engineers and guests of the 34 finalists chatted,
feasted and imbibed at the Max M. Fisher Music Center before and
after the awards presentation.

The team from
Dassault Systemes
toasts the evening.
Keith Crain, editor-in-chief of Automotive
News, welcomes suppliers and guests to
the 20th annual PACE Awards ceremony.

PACE finalists applaud their accomplishments.

Above, from left: Lee Sage,
PACE co-founder; Tom
Hachiya, judge; Neil De Koker,
judge; and John Chalifoux,
president, Motor & Equipment
Remanufacturers
Association.
PHOTOS BY

JOE WILSSENS
From left: J Ferron, PACE director of judging; his wife, Lynn; and
Jason Stein, publisher and editor of Automotive News
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BEST
of the
BEST
Seat maker Lear Corp.
draws inspiration from
consumer product
brands such as Under
Armour. Below are
some Lear trim options
from Guilford Mills,
which produces fabric
for Under Armour.

Innovation is quirky, but suppliers coax
marketable ideas from engineers with well-tested methods

IDEA FACTORIES
Charles Child
cchild@crain.com

nnovation can be daunting and unpredictable, but that doesn’t deter
automotive suppliers. They’ve simply
made the unpredictable, well, predictable.
Many suppliers have honed stepby-step methods to coax marketable ideas
from their engineers. The Automotive News
PACE Awards, which honor supplier innovation, are now in
their 20th year.
But suppliers encourage inspiration
in significantly different ways, and
their methods are
driven largely by the nature of their products.
“Innovative products and processes are
never sliced regularly like salami,” says J Ferron, director of judging for PACE Awards.
Delphi, for instance, uses deep knowledge
of physics to improve parts such as those for
gasoline direct injection.
Seat maker Lear Corp., on the other hand,
makes products that motorists touch and
see. So it looks to consumer product brands
such as athletic apparel maker Under Armour for inspiration.
Two years ago Lear purchased Guilford
Mills, which produces fabric for Under Armour.

At Delphi, engineers sought a way to reduce clatter in fuel injectors for gasoline direct injection. Inside the injector, the pintlearmature assembly, a 2-inch pinlike shaft
with a bulbous head, creates noise when the
head lands on its seat, closing fuel flow.
Engineers realized that they could quiet
the noise if they reduced the mass of metal
hitting the seat. The solution: They placed
the armature, a metal disk originally fused
to the pintle, on a shaft on the pintle so it
could slide about a millimeter.
Thus, the mass of the
pintle and armature
stops in two steps — first
the pintle against the
seat, then the armature
Delphi’s James Zizelman:
TRIZ “causes you to
think outside your
usual methods”
to solve
problems.

■ BorgWarner Inc.
Innovation: Two-stage turbocharging
coordinates action of high-pressure and
low-pressure turbines.
■ Brose
Innovation: Device opens rear liftgate
when motorist swipes foot under
bumper.
■ Continental Automotive
Innovation: Common-rail diesel direct
injection uses piezo injectors, which
atomize fuel very finely.
■ Dassault Systemes
Innovation: Delmia software suite plans
virtual production.
■ Delphi
Innovation: Folded tubes replace
extruded tubes to simplify
manufacturing of heat exchangers.
■ DuPont
Innovation: Primer and basecoat
system allows two-layer painting with
one pass through paint shop.

I

Russian problem solving

The 20 most significant PACE Award
winners of the past 20 years, as
chosen by Automotive News

■ Durr AG
Innovation: Scrubber cleans waste
paint spray from paint booths.
■ Federal-Mogul Corp.
Innovation: IROX coating for engine
bearings reduces friction.
■ Gentex Corp.
Innovation: Exterior mirror dims
automatically.
■ Halla Climate Control
Innovation: Advanced blade and shroud
reduces noise of cooling fan.
■ Magna International
Innovation: Mirror seamlessly
combines main mirror with wide-angle
auxiliary mirror to eliminate blind spot.
against a stop on its shaft. The injector, with the noise-reducing feature,
won a PACE Award in 2012.
So what was the source of this innovation? A profound understanding of
physics — and a method for finding
scientific solutions called TRIZ (treez),
says James Zizelman, Delphi’s engineering director of gasoline systems.
Zizelman says he has taken TRIZ
courses and encourages his staffers to
do so. TRIZ, a Russian acronym for
Theory of Inventive Problem Solving,
was developed by a Soviet inventor
and science fiction writer, Genrich Altshuller, according to the Altshuller
Institute for TRIZ Studies. He started working on TRIZ in 1946 while
working for the Caspian Sea flotilla of the Soviet Navy.
TRIZ “causes you to think outside of your usual methods,” says
Zizelman in his tidy engineer’s office off Interstate 75, just north of Chrysler Group
headquarters.
Altshuller debunked the notion that innovation was the result of sudden enlightenment, says an article posted on the institute’s Web site. Rather, he concluded that
problems require solutions that resolve two
contradictory elements. And that these contradictions can be overcome with certain
fundamental principles.
So in a journey that highlights the often
quirky nature of innovation, a method to

Delphi used knowledge of physics and a
problem-solving method called TRIZ to
develop a better fuel injector.
solve scientific problems wandered more than a half century
from postwar Soviet Union to
suburban Detroit to improve
gasoline direct injection.

From a plumber, too
But innovation at Delphi has come
from humbler sources, too.
Back to gasoline direct injection, Delphi needed a method to slightly lengthen
the housing of the injector so the pintle’s
head hits the seat precisely to stop fuel flow.
In the life of a pintle, it hits the seat about 1
billion times, Zizelman says. Yes, billion
with a b. So the pintle cannot be allowed to
ram the nozzle and wear out.
On the injector team was an engineer who
worked as a plumber before he went to engineering school.
To cut a pipe, plumbers rotate a blade
around the pipe. The plumber-turned-engineer knew that the rotating blade also
lengthened the pipe before cutting it. Bingo.
Delphi rotates the injector housing
against a blade, a process called scribing.
This typically lengthens the housing by 10
microns so it matches the throw of the pintle inside. Ten microns is one-tenth the
see PACE, next page

■ Microsoft
Innovation: Microsoft Auto software
operates Ford’s Sync infotainment
system.
■ Osram GmbH
Innovation: LED headlamp light source
is durable and energy efficient.
■ PPG Industries Inc.
Innovation: Andaro tint dispersions
achieve vibrant paint colors.
■ Robert Bosch GmbH
Innovation: High-pressure common-rail
diesel fuel injection popularized
diesels.
■ Schaeffler Group
Innovation: Fully variable valve lifters
allow engine to operate efficiently at all
rpms.
■ TK Holdings Inc.
Innovation: Vacuum folding shrinks
airbag into small space for better
interior design.
■ TRW Automotive
Innovation: Retractor automatically
removes seat-belt slack before
impending crash.
■ Valeo
Innovation: Air intake module with
water cooling cuts diesel emissions.
■ ZF Friedrichshafen AG
Innovation: Eight-speed transmission
improves fuel economy.
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PACE
Getting to market starts
with ‘a genius thought’
continued from previous page

width of a human hair.
At Valeo, a global supplier of clutches,
headlights, torque converters, electronics,
wipers and many other products, top management firmly guides innovation.
Top product marketing executives track
long-term trends in society and industry,
such as megacities and energy resources.
“We look at megatrends, 30 or 40 years in
the future,” to devise emerging new products for the auto, says Sam Papazian, Valeo’s
development director for lights and wipers,
in his office in suburban Paris.

Road map for the CEO
Each year, product marketers at Valeo,
whose function includes r&d, present a 10year road map of trends and possible new
products to Valeo’s CEO and other top executives.
A windshield wiper blade called VisioBlade,
a 2012 PACE winner, improves safety and cuts
vehicle weight — two important vehicle
trends identified by company planners.
Here’s how: Wiper fluid travels directly to
the windshield via laser-cut channels in the
blade. This eliminates fluid spray, which obscures the driver’s vision of the road ahead.
More importantly, Valeo engineers timed
the squirt so fluid is applied to the glass only
on the blade’s upswing, where it is immediately swept away. The result: better vision.
VisioBlade cuts a significant four pounds
from a vehicle’s weight because fluid is
used more efficiently and so the reservoir
can be smaller.
Like all Valeo innovations, it went through
five development phases, or business-case
reviews, to ensure it stood a good chance of
finding a customer and earning healthy
profits. It was purchased by Daimler AG for
the 2013 Mercedes-Benz SL.

A windshield wiper blade called
VisioBlade, a 2012 PACE winner,
improves safety and cuts vehicle weight
— two important vehicle trends
identified by company planners.

Best partnerships
PACE judges annually recognize automakers for productive partnerships with suppliers.
Here are the 5 most important, as chosen by Automotive News, in PACE’s 20 years.
AUTOMAKER

SUPPLIER

PROJECT

Nissan

Sony Corp.

Around view mirror

Ford

Dassault Systemes

Powertrain digital integration, automation

Mercedes-Benz

Hughes Telematics

Remote updates of software

Toyota

Continental Automotive

Short-range radar

BMW

BorgWarner

3-turbocharger system

To bring a new product to market requires
three things, says PACE’s Ferron: “A genius
thought, a champion willing to navigate
company traps and snares and most importantly a customer ready to have an adult discussion with that champion about why the

Lear’s global innovations are showcased at a center in suburban Detroit.

innovation is a good idea right now for them
and their vehicle buyers.”

Inspiration from Under Armour
About a decade ago, Lear started buying
companies that produce foam, fabric, metal
and other seat components. Lear manufactured the metal frames and assembled seats,
but was not vertically integrated. The company wanted engineers of
different seat parts to start
talking to each other as
they collectively designed
seats from scratch.
“It helps innovation” to
have the engineers of
various parts working
and thinking together,
says Ray Scott, Lear’s Simoncini:
president of seating. The Tracking trends
collaboration can create
more desirable products and cut manufacturing costs, he says.
In 2012, Lear paid $257 million to buy
Guilford Mills. Automotive fabric accounted
for 85 percent of Guilford Mills’ annual sales
of about $400 million.

Stronger. Commitment.
Now, more than ever, when you need premium steel from the most trusted source,
it’s good to know steel automotive solutions exist right in your own backyard.

But Guilford Mills also makes fabric for Under Armour and for shoemaker New Balance.
Ten Guilford Mills designers now work
with Lear’s fabric designers, says Mandy
Sarotte, vice president of engineering and
design for Lear’s surface materials.
Athletic apparel drives many fashion
trends, she says. So her team is mixing and
matching leather and other traditional seat
surfaces with Under Armour-inspired fabrics.
“We have to show the sexy stuff to the
OEM designers,” she says.
Lear CEO Matthew Simoncini says he encourages his managers to closely track
tastes in such products as consumer electronics and adjustable beds.
Top management’s job is to spot what will
influence trends five or 10 years down the
road, he says, and “a lot of this innovation
comes from consumers.”
From sports fabric to household plumbing
to Russian science fiction writers, innovation can arise from anywhere in today’s auto industry. The best companies focus engineers on
ideas that will sell. c

>

2014 Winners
Go to autonews.com
after 9:30 p.m. EDT
Monday, April 7, to
see who won the
2014 Automotive
News PACE
Awards.
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Innovative suppliers
vie for PACE Awards

■ What: Automotive News PACE Awards, which honor
innovation by automotive suppliers
■ Co-sponsored by: EY, Transportation Research
Center Inc., OESA and SAE
■ Winners announced: April 7
■ Where: Max M. Fisher Music Center, Detroit
■ Other finalists: Featured online at
autonews.com/pacefinalists

H

ere are summaries of seven finalists for the
2014 Automotive News PACE Awards, which
honor commercialized innovations in products,
manufacturing processes and information technology.
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> Pendulum reduces
engine vibrations
Schaeffler Group
■ What: Torque converter with
pendulum
■ Innovation: Downsized
engines tend to vibrate more
than larger ones. Schaeffler
developed a pendulum,
operated by centrifugal force
and mounted to the torque
converter, that cancels
vibrations from the engine.
■ First customer: Ford Transit,
2013
■ Web site: schaeffler.com

> Luxury look with
natural fiber
Draexlmaier Group
■ What: Fiber door panel
■ Innovation: Draexlmaier developed
a door panel surface with natural fiber
to replace the leather and chrome
often used on upscale vehicles. The
surface of the panel is half kenaf
plant fiber and half polypropylene.
■ First customer: BMW i3, 2013
■ Web site: draexlmaier.com

> Airbag inflator
eliminates pyrotechnics
Autoliv Inc.
■ What: Green inflator
■ Innovation: The typical airbag uses sodium azide, the
so-called pyrotechnics, to inflate. Autoliv’s inflator uses
environmentally friendly hydrogen, oxygen and inert
argon gas. The inflator is lighter, less expensive and
has a faster response time than current versions.
■ First customer: Mini, 2012
■ Web site: autoliv.com

> New springs
dampen engine
vibrations
Valeo

> Quick, easy connection
Delphi Automotive
■ What: ErgoMate connector
■ Innovation: Autos have a staggering
number of wires that come together in
large bundles that need connectors.
Delphi’s connector uses a geared cam
and slider. Workers can snap together
the bulky bundles with a simple push
from one hand.
■ First customer: Chrysler Group, 2010
■ Web site: delphi.com

■ What: Long travel
damper dual mass flywheel
■ Innovation: Flywheels
engage the starter motor
and dampen vibration from
the engine. Valeo
redesigned the springs in the
two-part flywheel to
significantly reduce vibration.
■ First customer: Mercedes-Benz
E300 BlueTec Hybrid, 2012
■ Web site: valeo.com

> Responsive steering for big pickups
Nexteer Automotive
■ What: Magnasteer with torque overlay and smart flow
■ Innovation: Nexteer wanted efficient and responsive
steering for heavy-duty pickups. It started with hydraulic
power steering and added two features: Delphi’s
Magnasteer variable effort steering and a hydraulic
pump that reduces drag on the engine while
improving fuel economy.
■ First customer: Unavailable
■ Web site: nexteer.com

> Simple sensors
protect pedestrians
Continental AG
■ What: Pressure sensor for pedestrian protection
■ Innovation: When an auto strikes a pedestrian,
the impact is reduced when the vehicle’s hood lifts
slightly. Continental uses two air-pressure sensors
connected to an air tube across the front of the
vehicle to help lift the hood. Previous systems used
as many as seven sensors and other related
equipment.
■ First customer: Mercedes-Benz in Europe, 2011
■ Web site: conti-online.com
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Innovative suppliers
vie for PACE Awards

■ What: Automotive News PACE Awards, which honor
innovation by automotive suppliers
■ Co-sponsored by: EY, Transportation Research
Center Inc., OESA and SAE
■ Winners announced: April 7
■ Where: Max M. Fisher Music Center, Detroit
■ Other finalists: Featured weekly through the March 31
issue and online at autonews.com/pacefinalists

H

ere are summaries of seven finalists for the
2014 Automotive News PACE Awards, which
honor commercialized innovations in products,
manufacturing processes and information technology.
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> Without oily mist, fuel
cells work better
Halla Visteon Climate
Control Corp.
■ What: Centrifugal air
compressor
■ Innovation: Fuel cell
stacks require
pressurized air to create
electricity. Halla Visteon’s
compressor delivers air without oil
mist, the primary cause of poor
performance in fuel cells. The
compressor uses an oil-free
contact bearing.
■ First customer: Hyundai Motor Co., 2013
■ Web site: hvccglobal.com

> Better turbo boosts
fuel economy 6%
Honeywell Turbo Technologies
■ What: Variable nozzle turbine
■ Innovation: Honeywell made
improvements to its main turbocharger for
diesel engines. It improved wheel
dynamics, for instance, and reduced
friction in the bearings. The variable nozzle,
which comprises moving vanes, changes
the air flow passage in the turbine to allow
optimal boost at low and high exhaust
flows. The innovations boost an engine’s
fuel economy as much as 6 percent.
■ First customer: Volkswagen, May 2012
■ Web site: turbo.honeywell.com

> High-tech sensing gives
drivers better view
behind auto
Valeo — Driving Assistance
Product Group
■ What: Backup protection
■ Innovation: Valeo’s system helps avoid
accidents when vehicles are backing. The
system integrates data from a rearview
camera and ultrasonic sensors to provide
extra rear object detection.
■ First customer: Unavailable
■ Web site: valeo.com

> Lasers drill better
fuel-injector spray holes

> Epoxy eliminates expensive
treatment of aluminum

Robert Bosch

Dow Automotive Systems

■ What: Spray enhancements in gasoline
direct injection
■ Innovation: Bosch uses lasers to drill spray
holes with precise shapes in fuel injectors.
This improves fuel atomization and mixing with
air. The holes can reduce unburned
hydrocarbons during startup by as much as 20
percent.
■ First customer: Audi, 2011
■ Web site: bosch.us

■ What: Betamate structural adhesive for untreated aluminum
■ Innovation: Adhesives for aluminum typically require treated metal and
lengthy heat curing. Dow’s Betamate epoxy creates a long-lasting bond without
heat curing even with untreated aluminum, cutting labor, material and capital
costs.
■ First customer: Kenworth T680 and Peterbilt 579 cabs, 2012
■ Web site: dowautomotive.com

> Drag reduced in awd
GKN Driveline
■ What: Active driveline
■ Innovation: The system saves fuel when
extra traction is unneeded by disconnecting the
rear driveshaft at a power takeoff unit on the
transmission. The system also disconnects
the rear-drive module at the rear axle
using twin clutches to further reduce drag
and improve fuel economy.
■ First customer: Range Rover Evoque,
2013
■ Web site: gkn.com/driveline

> Better valve
reduces lurch in stop-start engines
BorgWarner Transmission Systems
■ What: Eco-launch solenoid for transmissions
■ Innovation: When a stop-start engine stops, the transmission fluid begins to lose
pressure. This can cause the auto to lurch when the engine and vehicle restart. A
hydraulic accumulator can efficiently maintain the pressure. BorgWarner engineers
developed a solenoid valve for accumulators that is quiet and allows high flow.
■ First customer: General Motors, 2013
■ Web site: borgwarner.com
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Innovative suppliers
vie for PACE Awards

■ What: Automotive News PACE Awards, which honor
innovation by automotive suppliers
■ Co-sponsored by: EY, Transportation Research Center Inc.,
OESA and SAE
■ Winners announced: April 7
■ Where: Max M. Fisher Music Center, Detroit
■ Other finalists: Featured weekly through the March 31
issue and online at autonews.com/pacefinalists

H

ere are summaries of seven finalists for the
2014 Automotive News PACE Awards, which
honor commercialized innovations in products,
manufacturing processes and information technology.
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> Heated ethanol solves
cold-start hassles
Delphi Automotive
■ What: Heated-tip start system
■ Innovation: In Brazil, ethanol fuel does not always
vaporize well, which is necessary for cold-weather
starts. So automakers install expensive backup
gasoline fuel systems. But the gasoline can sit
for months and degrade. Delphi developed a fuel
injector that rapidly heats ethanol, eliminating
the need for the gasoline backup system.
■ First customer: JAC Motors, 2013
■ Web site: delphi.com

> Simple and compact transmission saves fuel
ZF Friedrichshafen AG
■ What: Nine-speed automatic transmission for front- and all-wheel-drive
cars and crossovers
■ Innovation: The transverse-mounted transmission provides a wide
spread of gear ratios. This keeps engine rpms in optimal range,
increasing fuel efficiency. The design is also simple and
compact. For instance, two of the four planetary gear sets are
nested together.
■ First customer: Range Rover Evoque, 2013
■ Web site: zf.com

> Steel teamwork saves weight
on Acura MDX
ArcelorMittal and Magna Cosma International
■ What: Laser-welded, hot-stamped door ring
■ Innovation: Teamwork was essential for this innovation,
a strong, lightweight door ring for an auto body. Honda
R&D Americas designed the door ring. ArcelorMittal
provided the steel blank and laser welding. Magna Cosma
International developed the hot stamping for the laserwelded blank. The ring cut 8.6 pounds from the vehicle’s
weight.
■ First customer: 2014 Acura MDX
■ Web sites: arcelormittal.com;
magna.com

> Gamers’
computer module
aids autos
Nvidia Automotive
■ What: Tegra computer module
■ Innovation: Automakers want the latest
computer-related features in their vehicles. But
features can be locked in years in advance by
automakers’ complex product development. Nvidia
developed from its gaming expertise a standardized
computer module with a main processor and separate audio, video
and image processors. The module lets automakers add the latest
features quickly before a vehicle’s production design is locked in.
Automakers can also swap new Nvidia modules into vehicles on
the road and download new features into existing modules.
■ First customer: Tesla Model S, 2012
■ Web site: nvidia.com/automotive

> Bosch adopts Linux to speed
infotainment development
Robert Bosch Car Multimedia GmbH
■ What: Open source infotainment system
■ Innovation: Most suppliers write time-consuming
custom software for automakers’ infotainment
systems. Bosch used the open-source Linux
operating system, which has some ready-to-use
software and no licensing fees. This opens system
development for others and cuts development time
and cost.
■ First customer: CUE infotainment system for the
Cadillac SRX, XTS and ATS, 2012
■ Web site: bosch.com

> Feedback from the cloud
speeds development
Dassault Systemes
■ What: Co-creation of
products on the cloud
■ Innovation: Dassault’s
cloud-based co-creation
process allows engineers
to discuss product
development — from idea
generation to launch —
with potential customers and engineers of other suppliers.
Engineers working on different software can easily exchange
renderings, enabling quick feedback and speedier development.
■ First customer: Visteon Corp. for e-Bee concept car, 2011
■ Web site: 3ds.com

> New resin eliminates expensive painted trim
BASF Corp.
■ What: High-gloss black interior door switch bezels
■ Innovation: Ford wanted to replace painted interior plastic parts with molded-in-color ones to cut costs and
environmental hassles. The challenge, though, was to achieve high gloss and scratch resistance in frequently
handled parts. BASF, working on a tight deadline, developed a resin with adequate scratch resistance.
■ First customer: 2013 Ford Fusion
■ Web site: basf.com
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Innovative suppliers
vie for PACE Awards

■ What: Automotive News PACE Awards, which honor
innovation by automotive suppliers
■ Co-sponsored by: EY, Transportation Research Center Inc.,
OESA and SAE
■ Winners announced: April 7
■ Where: Max M. Fisher Music Center, Detroit
■ Other finalists: Featured weekly through the March 31
issue and online at autonews.com/pacefinalists

H

ere are summaries of seven finalists for the
2014 Automotive News PACE Awards, which
honor commercialized innovations in products,
manufacturing processes and information technology.
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> Driveshaft disconnects
when traction unnecessary

> Water-cooled refrigerant
saves fuel

American Axle & Manufacturing Inc.

Valeo

■ What: Disconnecting all-wheel drive
■ Innovation: Typical all-wheel drive
wastes fuel because power is sent to all
four wheels even when extra traction isn’t
necessary. American Axle’s system saves
fuel by automatically disconnecting the rear
driveshaft and differential when extra traction
is not needed.
■ First customer: 2014 Jeep Cherokee
■ Web site: aam.com

■ What: Water-cooled condenser for
air conditioning
■ Innovation: The condenser
uses water, not air, to liquefy
air-conditioning refrigerant vapor.
Water is a more efficient coolant
than air, which saves fuel. Water
condensers also permit flexible
packaging under the hood
because they can be placed in
various spots, while air-cooled
condensers are placed in the
front of the radiator.
■ First customer: Imperia hybrid,
a Belgian nameplate, in January
2014
■ Web site: valeo.com

> Airbag protects
pedestrians
Autoliv Inc.
■ What: Pedestrian
protection airbag
■ Innovation: In a collision
with a pedestrian, an
exterior airbag is triggered
to cover the hazardous
lower parts of the
windshield and A-pillars.
■ First customer: Volvo
V40, 2012
■ Web site: autoliv.com

> Coating for aluminum reduces sludge
Henkel Corp.

> Efficient
ratio for
18-wheelers
Dana Holding Corp.
■ What: Spicer
AdvanTEK 40 Tandem Axle
■ Innovation: The axle for semi-truck tractors uses a “fast” drive ratio that saves fuel by cutting
engine speeds from 1,300 rpm to 1,100 at cruising speed. It also can handle 30 percent more
torque and is 21 pounds lighter than competitive axles.
■ First customer: Paccar, January 2014
■ Web site: dana.com

■ What: Bonderite 2798 for coating aluminum
■ Innovation: Automakers use zinc phosphate to clean and prepare
vehicle surfaces for paint. But if a vehicle uses lots of aluminum,
sludge can build up in the preparation baths, which is expensive to
remove and send to landfills. Bonderite 2798 coats aluminum with
zirconium, a metal resistant to corrosion, which significantly reduces
sludge.
■ First customer: 2013 Ford F-150
■ Web site: henkelna.com

> Engine stops
during deceleration
Denso Corp.
■ What: Integrated stop-start system
■ Innovation: The typical stop-start system
stops the engine only when the vehicle stops.
Denso’s system also stops the engine when
a vehicle is decelerating. In addition, the
battery supplies regenerative power to some
components, including the navigation and
audio systems. This reduces the load on the
alternator and engine, saving more fuel.
■ First customer: Suzuki Wagon R, 2012
■ Web site: globaldenso.com

> Constant high-beam light without glare
Hella KGaA Hueck & Co.
■ What: LED matrix beam headlights
■ Innovation: Hella’s headlights cast the equivalent of high-beam
illumination constantly at night. A camera and computer track vehicles
and send on and off signals to each headlight’s 25 light-emitting
diodes, or LEDs, eliminating glare. The system can create nearly
1 billion light combinations and has no moving parts.
■ First customer: Audi A8, 2013
■ Web site: hella.com
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Innovative suppliers
vie for PACE Awards

■ What: Automotive News PACE
Awards, which honor innovation by
automotive suppliers
■ Co-sponsored by: EY, Transportation
Research Center Inc., OESA and SAE
■ Winners announced: April 7, 2014
■ Where: Max M. Fisher Music
Center, Detroit
■ Other finalists: Featured weekly
through the March 31 issue and
online at autonews.com/
pacefinalists

I

f a new vehicle has an innovation to save fuel,
connect motorists to the Internet or just delight a
driver, chances are it came from a supplier.
Automakers are buying from suppliers a huge range of
cutting-edge gadgets and technology to solve problems.
Here are summaries of six finalists for the 2014
Automotive News PACE Awards, which honor innovations
in products, manufacturing processes and information
technology.
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> Valve prevents fuel
vapor buildup
Eaton Automotive Controls
■ What: Fuel tank isolation
valve
■ Innovation: Hybrid
engines, because they run
intermittently, can’t always burn
fuel vapor from the carbon canister.
Vapor is stored in the canister to prevent
leakage into the atmosphere. Eaton’s fuel
tank valve electronically controls the vapor
flowing from a hybrid’s pressurized fuel tank to
the carbon canister, preventing overloads of
the canister.
■ First customer: Ford C-Max Hybrid, 2012
■ Web site: eaton.com

> Flexible process can produce a variety
of fuel tanks
TI Automotive
■ What: Flexible manufacturing process for blow-molded plastic fuel
tanks
■ Innovation: Before blow molding is completed, this process places
fuel-delivery components of different sizes and configurations inside
the tank. This enables a single blow molder to produce plastic fuel tank
variants for diesel, flex-fuel, gasoline and hybrid powertrains.
■ First customer: Mercedes-Benz S class, 2013
■ Web site: tiautomotive.com

> Ventilated seats improve
comfort, cut cost
The Woodbridge Group
■ What: Ventilated seating
■ Innovation: The ventilation system draws air
past occupants and through the seating, cutting
temperatures and moisture. This is achieved by
placing all ventilation
components in the
foam seating
pad, which
also reduces
complexity
and cost.
■ First
customer:
Skoda Superb, 2010
■ Web site:
woodbridgegroup.com

> Compressor pistons are lightweight, efficient
Halla Visteon Climate Control Corp.
■ What: High efficiency piston for air conditioning compressor
■ Innovation: Halla Visteon developed a welding process to help manufacture a lightweight
compressor piston. It also devised a sprayer to coat the piston with low-friction material.
■ First customer: Hyundai Sonata, 2003
■ Web site: hvccglobal.com

> New bearings get the lead out

> Welding method yields
leakproof joints

Federal-Mogul Corp.
■ What: Lead-free bearings for highperformance engines
■ Innovation: For more than a century,
hazardous lead has been used in engine
and other bearings. Federal-Mogul replaced
lead with an alloy of copper, nickel and silicon.
■ First customer: Select BMW and Mercedes-Benz cars,
2008
■ Web site: federalmogul.com

Delphi Automotive
■ What: Friction stir welding of sealed
enclosures and heat exchangers
■ Innovation: Friction stir welding uses a small,
rotating tool that plasticizes the edges of the
surface to be welded. This process creates a
strong, corrosion-free and leakproof joint for use in harsh engine
compartment environments.
■ First customer: BMW and Chrysler vehicles, 2008
■ Web site: delphi.com
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34 innovations are PACE finalists
Thirty-four innovations, in such
diverse areas as all-wheel drive,
adhesives and infotainment, are
finalists for the 2014 Automotive
News PACE Awards.
The awards, now in their 20th
year, honor suppliers’ innovations in products, manufacturing
process and capital equipment,
and information technology.
In the coming months, the finalists will host teams of independent PACE judges, who are experts
from industry, academia and business. The judges will evaluate the
innovations for originality and
market impact.
Next spring, information on the
finalists’ innovations will be featured in issues of Automotive News.
Winners will be announced April
7 at the Max M. Fisher Music Center in Detroit, kicking of SAE World
Congress week.
The awards are sponsored by EY,
the new name for Ernst & Young;
the Transportation Research Center Inc.; and Automotive News.
SAE International and the Original
Equipment Suppliers Association
provide further support.
PACE stands for Premier Automotive Suppliers’ Contribution to
Excellence.
Here are the finalists’ innovations, by category.

Product
American Axle & Manufacturing
Inc.
Detroit
EcoTrac disconnecting all-wheel
drive
Autoliv Inc.
Stockholm
Pedestrian protection airbag
Autoliv Inflators Sweden
Vargarda, Sweden
Green airbag inflator
BASF Corp.
Wyandotte, Mich.
Mold in color high touch, high
gloss black interior door switch
bezels

Wiesbaden, Germany
High performance bearings without lead
GKN Driveline
Redditch, United Kingdom
AWD-active driveline

BorgWarner Transmission Systems
Auburn Hills, Mich.
Stop-start accumulator solenoid
valve
Continental Automotive — Chassis and Safety Business Unit
Auburn Hills, Mich.
Pressure sensor for pedestrian
protection
Dana Holding Corp.
Maumee, Ohio
Spicer AdvanTEK 40 tandem axle
Delphi Electrical/Electronic Architecture
Warren, Ohio
ErgoMate mechanical assist system
Delphi Powertrain Systems
West Henrietta, N.Y.
Heated tip cold start system

Dow Automotive Systems
Auburn Hills, Mich.
Betamate epoxy structural adhesive for durable bonding of untreated aluminum
Draxlmaier Group
Vilsbiburg, Germany
Visible Nature natural fiber door
panel

Campaign conceived with
an eye toward going viral
continued from Page 4

of Portland, Ore., and Ferrell’s FunnyorDie.com
team, the commercials also promote the upcoming sequel to 2004’s Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy, called Anchorman 2: The
Legend Continues.
Olivier Francois, Chrysler’s chief marketing
officer, told Advertising Age, a sibling publication of Automotive News, that Ferrell and his
Hollywood creative team exercised almost total creative control over the spots.
“So the idea of the campaign is very simple —
hiring a guy who comes from the 1970s. And
he’s going to look at our advanced technology
through the eyes of a guy who comes from the
’70s,” Francois said. “That was the creative design. That was the big idea.”
Dodge brand head Tim Kuniskis, who Francois credited with having the original idea to
approach Ferrell, said the spots are giving the
whole Dodge brand buzz.
“The general public is responding so positively to the commercials that Dodge has become a
headline topic of conversation. And what
they’ve seen so far is just the tip of the iceberg;

Honeywell Turbo Technologies
Plymouth, Mich.
GTD variable nozzle turbine turbocharger technology
Nexteer Automotive
Saginaw, Mich.
Magnasteer with torque overlay
and smart flow
Robert Bosch
Farmington Hills, Mich.
Spray enhancements in gasoline
direct injection enabled by laser
drilling

Valeo — Driving Assistance Product Group
Bietigheim-Bissingen, Germany
Back-over protection system
Valeo — Powertrain Thermal Systems Product Group
La Verriere, France
Water-cooled air conditioning
loop condenser
Valeo — Powertrain Transmission Product Group
Amiens, France
Long travel damper dual mass flywheel

Eaton Automotive Controls
Southfield, Mich.
Fuel tank isolation valve

DURANGO

Hella KGaA Hueck & Co.
Lippstadt, Germany
LED matrix beam headlights

Schaeffler Group
Wooster, Ohio
Torque converter with centrifugal
pendulum absorber

Denso Corp.
Kariya, Japan
ISS System

Federal-Mogul Powertrain
Bearings and Ignition

Halla Visteon Climate Control
Corp.
Daejeon, South Korea
Centrifugal air compressor for fuel
cell electric vehicle

—
Woodbridge Group

there’s so much more to come,” Kuniskis said.
The Burgundy Durango spots cost less than a
similar automotive marketing campaign because of the tie-in with Ferrell’s upcoming
movie. Ferrell wasn’t paid for appearing in the
spots, Francois told reporters, though Chrysler is
paying for the airtime to broadcast them on TV.
The campaign was conceived with an eye toward its potential to go viral. Francois believes
that viral marketing should be done as inexpensively as possible. He told Automotive News
this year that he will invest many things into
making videos for online consumption — but
not money.
“Viral is always experimental. Viral is unpredictable,” he said. “Therefore — and that’s my
religion — viral can’t cost. I invest time, creativity, energy, networking. I don’t invest money.”
Online interest in the Durango shot up sixfold
in the days following the release of the commercials Oct. 5, said executives with Kontera, which
tracks the impact media makes on viewers.
Ammiel Kamon, senior vice president of marketing at Kontera, said that advertising using
celebrities usually creates more buzz for the
celebrity than for the product. But so far in the
Burgundy spots, “the Durango is holding its
own very nicely.”
Kamon said the large number of Burgundy
videos could keep drawing people back repeatedly, further pounding home Chrysler’s mes-

Mississauga, Ontario
Ventilated seating
ZF Friedrichshafen AG — Car
Powertrain Technology Division
Saarbrucken, Germany
Nine-speed automatic transmission

Manufacturing Process
and Capital Equipment
ArcelorMittal and Magna-Cosma
International
Chicago
Laser ablation process
Delphi Electronics & Safety
Kokomo, Ind.
Friction stir welding of sealed enclosures and heat exchangers
Halla Visteon Climate Control
Corp.
Pyeongtaek-si, South Korea
Weight reduction, high efficiency
piston manufacturing for variable
compressor
Henkel Adhesive Technologies
Madison Heights, Mich.
Bonderite 2798 process for high
aluminum
TI Automotive
Auburn Hills, Mich.
Adaptable plastic fuel tank advanced process technology for all
vehicle powertrains

Information Technology
Dassault Systemes
Auburn Hills, Mich.
Co-creation on the cloud for social
innovation
NVIDIA Automotive
Santa Clara, Calif.
Tegra visual computing module
Robert Bosch GmbH — Car Multimedia, Automotive Navigation
and Infotainment Division
Hildesheim, Germany
NextGen — an open source
based infotainment system solution c

saging on the Durango.
“The ongoing rolling thunder definitely has
an opportunity to register with folks, particularly if awareness is one of the big objectives,”
Kamon said. “It’s a great strategy. This is one of
the most ambitious content marketing strategies that we’ve ever seen.”
After languishing on dealer lots last year, the
seven-passenger Durango found its groove in
2013 with sales of 44,650 through the first nine
months of this year, up 49 percent over the
same period of 2012.
For the 2014 model year, Dodge re-engineered its largest SUV by adding an eightspeed transmission and cylinder deactivation
to improve fuel economy. The Durango received updated front and rear styling for 2014,
including the addition of the brand’s “racetrack” rear lighting treatment.
Inside the cabin, newly updated electronics
and infotainment options were also added,
while pricing stayed constant compared with
the 2012 model.
Dealers welcomed the advertising help for
the Durango.
“I think they’re great. They’re funny,” said
Mike Wilson, sales manager at Midway JeepChrysler-Dodge-Ram in Burgundy’s hometown
of San Diego. “I’m still waiting to get my first 2014
Durango, but once we get them, I’m sure we’ll
get something out of these commercials.” c

GM: We’ll
hit goal on
minorities
Arlena Sawyers
asawyers@crain.com

General Motors is on track toward
its goal of awarding dealerships to
25 African-Americans and other minorities by year end, said Eric Peterson, GM’s new U.S. vice president
of diversity dealer relations.
Peterson said franchisees are being
drawn from a pool of minority dealers
and former dealers who lost stores in
the recession. Also under consideration: candidates whom GM thinks are
capable of running dealerships but
have never had stores.
Peterson’s new duties focus on
expanding GM’s network of stores
owned by women and minorities.
At the National Association of Minority Automobile Dealers conference in July, Mark Reuss, GM’s
North America president, said the
company had added seven minority-owned dealerships since Jan. 1.
Neither Reuss nor Peterson, both
of whom attended the Rainbow
PUSH Global Automotive Summit in
Detroit this month, would say how
many have been awarded since then.
“When we get toward the end of the
year, we will start talking more specific numbers because the fourth quarter, fortunately or unfortunately, is
when we put the majority of our
stores in,” said Peterson, 61. “The focus is there, the pressure is there, and
we want to hit our objectives.”
He added: “We have a whole
bunch in the works.”
All minorities are included in GM’s
stretch effort, but Peterson said there
is emphasis on African-Americans.
At the Rainbow PUSH event,
NAMAD President Damon Lester
and civil rights leader Jesse Jackson
pointed out that the overall number of dealerships owned by
African-Americans is not growing
along with those owned by their
minority and nonminority peers as
the auto industry rebounds.
NAMAD data indicate that the
number of dealerships owned by
African-Americans dropped to 261
at the end of 2012, from 263 in 2011
and a high of 751 in 2005.
Minorities own 201 GM dealerships; 36 are owned by AfricanAmericans, Peterson said. According
to the Automotive News Data Center,
GM had 4,355 dealerships on Jan. 1.
Peterson, formerly GM’s U.S. vice
president of corporate diversity,
said his new role moves him from
overseer of the company’s minority
dealer development and Women’s
Retail Network programs to working more directly with programs
and their directors.
Ronald McCants is the director of
dealer development, and Celeste
Briggs is director of the program for
women dealers. Briggs reports to
McCants, who reports to Peterson.
Peterson retains his duties as
company liaison with civil rights
and diversity groups such as the
NAACP, Rainbow PUSH and the
National Council of La Raza.
Peterson joined GM’s Buick Division in 1976. He had several sales
jobs with Buick and Chevrolet. In
1998 he became head of GM’s minority dealer development. In 2001
he was named to head GM’s dealer
development program. c
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TROUBLE DOWN THE ROAD?

Longer loans, rising leases may come at a price
> COMING THIS WEEK
Automotive News will honor the Best
Dealerships To Work For at an event
Thursday in Chicago. At 12:01 a.m. Eastern
time Friday we will announce the rankings
of the top 100 entries in our second annual
dealership employee satisfaction study. For
the rankings, videos and feature stories on
the dealerships, go to autonews.com/
bestdealerships2013 on Friday.

Arlena Sawyers
asawyers@crain.com

What’s driving the gains in U.S. auto sales
this year?
That’s simple: Easy credit, in the form of
subprime lending and longer loan terms, plus
a rise in leases — the exact same trends that
have a growing number of executives and analysts now raising red flags about whether the
current sales boom is sustainable.
Throw in the drop in used-vehicle prices
that’s on the horizon, which will cut the value

of trade-ins, an expected rise in interest rates
and the possibility of a prolonged partial
shutdown of the federal government, and today’s strong sales look increasingly at risk.
Things are fine, for now. Edmunds.com
predicts that the industry will sell in excess
of 15.5 million new vehicles this year and hit
16.4 million next year.
To the extent that increase is built on an
improving overall economy and jobs
growth, all should be OK. But much of the
market’s strength today rests on easy credit.

Take auto loans. The average loan issued
in the second quarter was for 65 months, up
from 64 months in the same quarter last
year, according to Experian Automotive.
Longer loans mean lower monthly payments. But they also mean that many consumers will still owe money on their tradeins the next time they’re ready to purchase a
new vehicle.
Adam Jonas, an auto analyst at Morgan
Stanley, says the market is increasingly
turning “silly,” with lenders offering what he

Products
spur Caddy
comeback

see RISK, Page 33

INSIDE TODAY

Suppliers speak:
Q&As with 3 execs
TRW Automotive’s John Plant,
Panasonic’s Tom Gebhardt
and Federal-Mogul’s Rainer
Jueckstock discuss
strategies for an era of rapid
change. | PAGES 18, 20, 22 |

Rising prices could
slow momentum
Mike Colias
mcolias@crain.com

NEW YORK — At the premiere of the
next-generation 2015 Cadillac Escalade
here last week, some attendees referred to
the big SUV as the brand’s flagship.
Cadillac chief Bob Ferguson wasn’t having it.
“No,” Ferguson said, acknowledging
that the luxury barge has served as Cadillac’s “de facto” flagship
for years. “We have
other notions in mind.”
Ferguson was referring to a big, rearwheel-drive sedan in
the works for late 2015.
He said General Motors
is mulling a seven-pasFerguson: Lots
senger crossover, posof new products sibly folded into an Escalade subbrand. And
he gushed over the just-launched, redesigned CTS sedan and the “fantastic”
ELR plug-in hybrid coupe coming early
next year.
After a tough couple of decades for the
111-year-old luxury marque, a recent
string of fresh and critically praised vehicles has Cadillac flashing a bit of swagger
again. Its U.S. sales soared 29 percent
through September, second among 40
brands (behind Jaguar’s 30 percent gain).
Several more new and redesigned models
are coming, including a possible small
crossover to rival the BMW X1.
“They’re going about rebuilding the
brand the right way, with product that’s

1973 OIL EMBARGO

40 YEARS LATER

‘It was the end
of innocence’
When Keith Crain landed in Detroit in 1971 to take the reins of Automotive News,
he discovered a U.S. auto industry that was in full glory. It was a golden age, but it was
about to end. The Arab oil embargo that started on Oct. 17, 1973 — 40 years ago this
week — changed the industry forever, and the young publisher had a front-row seat to
automotive history.

T

he U.S. automobile industry was a pretty nice place
to work in the 25 years or so
that followed World War II.
The Big 3 really were the Big
3. General Motors, Ford and Chrysler
owned most of the market, with American Motors getting a few crumbs.
Volkswagen and some other European
imports made waves, but mostly it was a very
good time for the U.S. companies.
Gasoline was cheap, around 25 cents a gallon. Oil was about $3 a barrel. The only thing
auto engineers had to be concerned about was
turning out cars each year that were bigger,

more powerful and more stylish.
Then it happened, the Arab oil embargo that started in October 1973 and
lasted until March 1974. The car business I got to know when I arrived at Automotive News in 1971 would soon disappear.
Before that cataclysmic event, it had
been smooth sailing for American automakers. From year to year, market share
among the Big 3 would vary, perhaps, 1 percent. Everyone was doing well, especially dealers. No one worried about the Japanese.
see EMBARGO, Page 3

A HISTORIC SHIFT: 10 ways the oil embargo changed the industry | PAGE 3 |

Thai-built vehicles
hit U.S. showrooms
Mitsubishi’s Mirage
subcompact probably won’t
be a big seller in the United
States. But it could signal a
trend, as automakers add
capacity in Thailand and Thai
leaders seek export-based
growth. | PAGE 30 |

34 innovations vie
for PACE Awards
Suppliers’ innovations in
products, manufacturing and
information technology will
compete for honors in the
2014 Automotive News PACE
Awards. See the list of
finalists on | PAGE 34 |

see CADILLAC, Page 33
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